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Sector
Should be

a

lach Field
result in any



A sector in EE]
e.g.

could be

Sa+ br:2 - a 2+)



In Riis;there
should a

universal density for
all sectors.



Connections between Binary
Goldlach

and exceptional zeros isunexplored

(in sectors)



Number
-field

analog to

Szemereci

The polynomial Jzemeni thing

are an explored.

Even Sarkozy!



Sarkozy:A c41,.,, N3 my

no two differing by square

integer satisfy /AI =0(N)

from Major
arcs.

Easy to prove

Task toget
a 'good' estimate

for a broad
class of Number

fields



Except fo Constellations,

isnotknown in

multi lineas

Peluse Theory
Number fields, 2,g,



Very Vague.
Question:

a.e. xand palynanialn,
Key For

↳ pinx is
uniformly

mad 1.
distributed

What isNumbesfield
variant?



Improving or Sparse Bounds

-

-

· Triangle operator of
Palsson ?

Anderson Kumchu



· Manyresults
are

known

C Locey, Han, Yang,
for averages

Itugbes,--)



· For discrete singedan intergents

Hf(x) =2fx)
n =6

thereisan e-improvent
in spot

bound, I Ciralic
-
Kerler-Lacey)

Can you prone
(F-s,y-1) for

-↳?



· Can you
establish good

resultsfor
a sponse

Oscillation
bound for men

variation of
discrete

ane
?

averages



0 Spheres
-
-

Attempt something new,
-
-

My advice: etal.

such as
recent work

ofSeeger

Also Anderan Kumaher Palsson
in

sphere relates



Question (Ben Krause)
-

non-trivial estimates
for the

Prove

e(x(x
+y)

lilinea averageexit
SFy) g(ty) do
gat

/It has a modulation
invariance)



Ben Krause has proved linecr

X
Il a to gions

in !He =IfezI
Quadetic

could itbe
extended toI

Il e Io
eiof(x-n)) b* ltez
-
D

↳
two distinctpowers



Thisinequality isequivalent
to

Casleson's
Theorem on Fourier Series

e
On O fix-ns1H2* After
-Il plo R

↓authmetic
version?e.g.

isthere
an

11 p/Z
eirof(x-n)) Hez
IfHe

/

-

n0 2

-



Previous question is veryhand. Can you establish

Il sap 1 o eino fix-ns) H2* After

&

for non-Hivial
?



Random Averages.
-

Bernoulli EV,
Let Xn he indep.

with D(Xn=1)
=nx 02xal

Anfix =2 Xnf(x- n)



(Bourgain early authmetic papers

shows
M1=supAN:

lP<lP (< p240.

Q (Kransel For 2 = Y peore or disprove

M:l'-> l"0. a.s.

(For a YY, this
is towel

(The probablity event isa
tail events hence

occurs as prob 0 or1)



With same notation, define Fandan

Y

You hig ·IXn
=k

Set
Hf(x) =2 f(xtin)

Fasi, does H:l'tl"* as?



Same Notation 2 =12
-

(Bourgain, if
I am remembering

itcorrectly)

B(f,g) =Efig(x+Yor)

Pave *l-> b'.
Same for bilinear

maximal fl



Q: What isthe threshold density
random
-

ofset of differences
D Ch1, --,N}

so that ALL A c21-.,N) of

derity Ito (say contain 3 points

x, x
+d, x+ 2d EA d = D

-



density of D =N-1 is relativly

easy, using
a variant of

the random

breaks

liline averages.
Thispapes

rootbarrier
this squar



This question
has many

variants

Q:Sarkozy
Variant)

what is the
threshold dusty

for

random DC31...,3
so that
all Acdio-s My

of density, to say,
contain

x, x
+d2,A dtD



& (ronlinear Path
variant)

Same question
for

22A,ytD
x, xty, xty



Critical cases for Peluse
Theorem

Prove:Ics0 F A C41...N4

ofdensity CleglagN)
- a

contain

· X, xty2, xtTy2

· x, xty, Xtzy, xty2


